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weekend on fire

Just six days after the fire I gave myself a single weekend 
to rough-out the cathedral.

By coincidence, just 3 weekends earlier, I had attempted a 
rapid-fire massing model of Winchester Cathedral

Notre Dame

Winchester



About the speaker

Andy Milburn
Went to University, Dropped out, Became a Bricklayer, 
Formed a Rock Band, Moved to newly independent 
Zimbabwe, Taught building, Wrote textbooks, Trained 
Teachers. Gave Architecture another shot, back to 
University at the age of 40, Office, Hotel & Residential 
projects in several Southern African countries. 
Economic meltdown in Zimbabwe, fled to Dubai, 
project architect, Revit initiator & associate at GAJ.



Bricklayer, Teacher, Architect
laying bricks & playing guitar in Sheffield, England

building teacher in Zimbabwe, textbooks

Architect: Zimbabwe, Malawi, Dubai

20s
30s
40+



Day Job
GAJ architects.  hands-on role, production teams, BIM

hotel & leisure projects

mentoring, training, content library



Blog
9 years of blogging

exploring “the way we build” using Revit & BIM

weekend experiments. “playful BIM”

parametric pumpkins, Project Soane

www.grevity.blogspot.com



Bank of England Model
Competition : mid 2015

moved to BIM360 in late 2016

Russell, Alberto, Paul, Matt, Leevane … 



voyage of discovery

• Sequence of work

• Historical context

• Construction techniques



Project Notre Dame



the core
1. Four big bays

2. 1 ½ bays each side

3. 2 bays + apse

4. Bell towers, portals



massing model

1. Core

2. First Aisle

3. Second Aisle

4. Buttreses

5. East End Chapels

6. Nave Chapels



ground plan • Simplified diagram

• Triforium galleries turn at the crossing

• Apse centre is offset from grid 



apse 
geometry

1. As built

2. Without offset

a. Equal divisions

b. Grouped

c. 5 identical quadrants

as
built



Alfredo
Alfredo Medina was the first of the volunteers to jump in 
He chose to start with the zig-zag, triangular vaults around 
the apse.  

Along the way he discovered the writings of Viollet LeDuc



VAULT TYPES
gothic rib vaulting is a very 
flexible technology as 
illustrated by this diagram



another puzzle Around the same time as the West Front was built, the nave 
was altered, enlarging the windows of the middle bays



maintenance routes
This was a revelation to me, when I first started to notice 
the access routes.

Since then I have seen them everywhere

Spire & roof timbers by Marcel



West End
STATUES

Balance of verticals & horizontals

Mesh objects sourced by Russell



mesh objects
• some found on the web, some purpose made

• Edge hiding routine (Max, dxf 2014

• low poly versions for now

• native Revit placeholders ?

• elephant by Ryan, railings by Francois



simply flying
Paul Aubin chose to model the flying buttresses



three roses
Alfredo & Daniel divided the 3 large roses between 

themselves with fascinating results



Teamwork



process
the collaboration “just happened”
we are making it up as we go along
modelers, content creators, management core group
global outreach



areas of interest
choose your poison, talk to the team

collaborative improvisation?



global outreach
telling stories, making connections

heritage community, traditional crafts 

BIM addicts, analytics, UK trip, my blog … finite element analysis-University of Florence



the model


